Until now, Machine Learning technology has been occupied by only a few experts. DAVinCI LABS automate and simplify machine learning technology, and enable data analysis with just a few clicks.

**FEATURES**

"DAVinCI LABS" - AI based data analytics system

Get proper pre-processing done automatically

Well-prepared data is the most important recipe for powerful predictive analysis. DAVinCI LABS automatically performs processing tasks that are essential for Machine Learning, such as missing value handling, variable type selection, and various data transformation.

Follow the UI that thinks like a data analyst

Modeling, validating, comparing, reporting... There are a ton of tasks that a data analyst needs to consider. Just follow DAVinCI LABS’s authentic UX and its visualized platform that has been designed from years of research in data analysts’ modeling process chain.

Strengthen your predictive analysis with rich ML algorithm package

With a few mouse clicks, create powerful prediction models with proven ML algorithms, no hard-coding necessary.

Get optimal business rules through automatic clustering

Create a variety of business rules by discovering many complex patterns hidden within Big Data. All in just one click.

AI is all about auto-optimization

Maximise model performance with AI based Algorithm auto-tuning, Ensemble, and Champion algorithm selection.

DAVinCI understands enterprises’ needs

Even a high-performing model is difficult to operate at enterprises, if modeling results are inexplicable or the model itself cannot be updated with ease. With its original technology, DAVinCI LABS overcomes such obstacles by providing explanation for its predictions, and by automatically extracting JAVA library files for fast and convenient model updates.

**PREDICT THE FUTURE, GAIN BETTER INSIGHTS**

Advanced analysis was the job of a limited department or external company. However, analysis departments and external companies are far from the local site, so they may not be able to accurately share details of the local operation. DAVinCI LABS allows each department to use their business knowledge to carry out projects. It can relieve you from relying on professional data scientists and relying on external companies for data analysis. By enabling person in charge of business department to use machine learning technology, it provides the models required by the workplace faster and closer.

DAVinCI LABS is an Automated Machine Learning Solution in which all the know-hows of data science are applied and automated. The solution produces AI models and AI clusters as end results.

1. **Data upload**
   Extract structured data file from existing data and external data sources

2. **Data preprocessing**
   Automatically convert to data applicable to machine learning

3. **Algorithm learning and analysis modeling**
   No coding is required, and algorithm parameters can be adjusted with just a click to generate a variety of models.

4. **Prediction model and reporting**
   Prediction function can be automatically extracted in JAVA library format. It can be linked to real-time operation system immediately.

DAVinCI LABS BUSINESS PARTNER
By training machine learning models with clients' data, we provide highly accurate prediction functions.

**SIMPPLICITY**

Simplicity if you have “Business Knowledge”

In general, data analysis work using machine learning requires an understanding of three fields: “Programming”, “Statistics” and “Business knowledge”.

However, it is very difficult to understand all these 3 fields. DAVinCI LABS is designed to automate the fields of programming and statistical modeling so that data analysis can be started by only having business knowledge.

**PREDICTION MODEL OF DAVINCI LABS**

Data trends are automatically quantified and grouped, and prediction models are automatically created.

1. Prediction model: Predict the probability of an individual’s future behavior under certain conditions.
2. Cluster set: Automatically extract groups with extreme characteristics for the target.

**SAMPLE OF BANKING INDUSTRY**

We have many achievements in overseas companies such as bank, and we are also starting to introduce to domestic companies. By implementing DAVinCI LABS, for example, we increase in speed and improve the efficiency of all phases in bank loan business, so we can actually profit improvement. We have achievements in each department like customer attraction, initial screening, mid-market screening, and debt collection.

*If you need prediction modeling based on pattern analysis such as risk assessment, fraud detection, target marketing based on customer behavior / character analysis, customer churn prediction, failure prediction, complaint prediction, and operational efficiency, you can use DAVinCI LABS regardless of area or field.*